CAAB Meeting 3-10-2023

- VP Sudhakar appoints Jenny Sorenson as New Chair of Board

Agenda

- Review Charter and update.
- Get information on barriers for people and move initiatives forward.

Facilities Management Updates

- Modernize Campus Elevators.
- Guts and control panels will be replaced.
- Difficult to get parts, 18 to 20 weeks.
- Performing Arts elevator currently down. Hydraulic systems needs to be replaced. Estimate it should be finished in 10 weeks. Should be done in June.
- 5 year report on Barrier Removal Plan.
- Ramps, parking, will be completed in next few months. New restroom doors approved for Palm Desert Campus.
- Accessible Classroom furniture and spaces for neurodivergent students, possible dimmer switches.

Kevin Cleppe ITS-ATI

- Students getting technology to work for them.
- Finding software more accessible to neurodivergent students.
- New web compliance, level access for all students.
- Looking in to transcribing google docs. Equal access to google docs for students.

No comments or announcements.